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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

SCOTLAND’S CONSTRUCTION SECTOR INQUIRY  

SUBMISSION FROM [Dr Siobhán Jordan Interface] 

As an organisation that impartially connects academia with business for R&D, Interface 

welcomes the aims, ambitions and actions to further promote partnerships with academia to 

develop new approaches and innovate to benefit the construction sector. 

Interface - The knowledge connection for business www.interface-online.org.uk provides 

companies and organisations with a central point of access to the expertise available in 

Scotland's Higher Education and Research Institutions. Our core mission is “to enable 

business-academic collaborations for economic and societal benefit”. The service that 

Interface provides directly supports Scotland’s Economic Strategy by increasing 

competitiveness and fostering innovation by matching business to academia. 

 We believe that supporting businesses to innovate will significantly enhance business 

growth across the economy in all areas of Scotland.   

 Our response is based on the demonstrable impacts from supporting businesses within 

the construction industry to collaborate with academic partners from across Scotland to 

innovate, retain and attract talent and strengthen support access to funding. 

 There have been a number of independent reviews of the impact from HE to business 

partnerships facilitated by Interface which demonstrate what is working well.  The key 

conclusion from these studies is that higher education knowledge and expertise is 

making a significant contribution in helping to realise the Government’s outcome of 

becoming a better educated, more skilled and more successful country that is renowned 

for its research and innovation. 

 We know that for the construction companies we have assisted (see case studies 

below), tangible economic benefits have been realised but are aware that much more 

can be achieved though reaching more businesses.  

 Based regionally throughout Scotland and with connections into all Scotland’s 

universities, research institutes and colleges Interface https://interface-online.org.uk 

works with individual and groups of businesses of all sizes, in all sectors, to match them 

to world-leading academic expertise, research, technologies and specialist facilities to 

help them grow.   

 Interface contributes to making Scottish businesses, in particular SMEs, more 

competitive by linking them with Scotland’s academic expertise enabling business to 

academic collaborations for economic and societal benefit.  

 Interface supports Scotland’s businesses to become more innovative and provide the 

environment which encourages academics to commercialise their knowledge and 

expertise. 

 For the three year period between August 2015 – July 2018, the Interface team have 

carried out 36 expertise searches based on the R&D requirements of businesses within 

the construction Industry to establish collaborative links with researchers in Scotland’s 

Universities, Research Institutes and colleges.  This accounts for 2.8% of the expertise 
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searches undertaken by Interface in the same period and is a very small proportion of 

the 46,000 Scottish construction enterprises. 

 In the same period 20 collaborative projects within the construction industry were 

established including 7 Innovation Voucher projects, 5 Consultancy Projects, 2 

Studentship - PG (Masters, PhD, EngD) Projects, 2 Student - Work Based Learning 

Projects, 1 Knowledge Transfer Partnership, 1 Innovation Centre Consultancy Project, 1 

ETP - Consultancy Funding Project and 1 Collaborative Research Project.  This 

accounts for 3.2% of the total collaborative projects reported by Interface in the same 

period.    

 The 20 projects attracted funding of £224,750.34 from a wide variety of sources.  This 

has been matched by contributions from the businesses through people and other 

resources including cash.  

 We have significantly greater engagement with other key Scottish sectors including food 

and drink, creative industries, tourism and life sciences in part due to greater advocacy 

of Interface by industry leadership groups and sector support organisations.  

 Based on our long-standing experiences of supporting companies in all regions in 

Scotland including Highlands and Islands, we know that collaborating with academic 

partners helps companies to build confidence in early stage concepts that lead to the 

development of products processes and services leading to local economic and societal 

impacts.  

Interface and the Construction Scotland Innovation Centre 

Interface works closely within the business support ecosystem and engages with 

organisations such as the Construction Scotland Innovation Centre (CSIC) where relevant 

to business requirements. 

 Between August 2015 and July 2018 CSIC referred 6 businesses into Interface for 

support and Interface referred 2 to CSIC. The mutual referral network is critical to 

ensuring “no wrong door” and providing seamless support for businesses 

 A member of the Interface Business Engagement team has been recently appointed 

as  CSIC Innovation Champion.  They will provide either an industry perspective or 

academic insight to help guide CSIC in determining which innovation projects to 

support and where the future potential might lie. 

The work that Interface carries out is best demonstrated through our case studies which 

clearly demonstrate how technological changes are supporting advances in the 

construction sector in Scotland:  

Norscot Joinery Ltd (Caithness) and the University of Strathclyde (https://interface-

online.org.uk/case-studies/norscot-joinery-ltd-0) 

Family-owned business, Norscot Joinery Ltd., in Caithness, builds bespoke timber-framed 

kit homes. The company partnered with University of Strathclyde to research and develop 

virtual reality show- home software combining advanced interactive visualisation of 
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buildings with Building Information Modelling (BIM) data for the first time. It allows clients to 

immerse themselves in a house before it is built, and interact with the design process, 

providing a better understanding of cost impacts of design changes. A KTP from Innovate 

UK has been approved for Norscot to implement the software development. This will be a 

three-year project that imbeds the technology into the company and ensures it is market 

ready.  The KTP will also help to strengthen the relationship between Norscot and the 

University of Strathclyde. The collaboration won Innovation of the Year in the Scottish 

Knowledge Exchange Awards 2018. 

Since the initial project Norscot have obtained funding from CSIC (Construction Scotland 

Innovation Centre) to enable them to continue with the development of the software to proof 

of concept stage.  

Through CISC they have participated in the Future Equipped collaboraive programme 

between Innovation Centres and FE Colleges.  

Albyn Housing Society and the University of the Highlands and Islands(UHI) 

(https://interface-online.org.uk/case-studies/albyn-housing-society) 

Albyn Housing Society sought to investigate the feasibility of offering Assisted Living 

Services to their vulnerable residents through the use of Assisted Living Technologies as 

part of their suite of services. 

Interface connected the organisation with experts at the Centre for Rural Health at UHI to 

explore what the new service delivery model might look like, how it could benefit the 

business and customer and how it could be implemented and evaluated. They were also 

interested in opening up possibilities for training and job opportunities for young people in 

rural areas. 

Having examined the conclusions and recommendations of the initial feasibility study into 

telecare delivery, Albyn Housing Society looked to develop a longer-term collaborative 

relationship to plan and establish a telecare service to vulnerable residents. 

The Society has since launched a pilot project in Alness (FitHome) with partners of a 

community of homes with inbuilt Artificial Intelligence monitoring residents’ health through 

sensor technology. The pilot phase comprises 16 homes at Dalmore in Alness, Ross-shire, 

which will provide proof of concept. The Fit Homes concept has been jointly developed by 

Albyn Housing Society, modular construction firm Carbon Dynamic and NHS Highland and 

supported by Data Lab and Digital Health Innovation Centres.  

Tsarina Imperial Dacha and the University of Strathclyde (https://interface-

online.org.uk/case-studies/tsarina-imperial-dacha) 

Based in Castle Douglas, Tsarina Imperial Dacha makes log cabins and other wood 

products. The company developed a range of natural preservatives from oils to protect the 

wood and act as a fire retardant. 
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Before they could market and sell the new preservatives, they needed to demonstrate their 

efficiency and performance. Interface matched the company with the university of 

Strathclyde which have expertise in polymer durability and fire response and conducted a 

scientifically controlled study of Tsarina products. 


